
BLISLAND NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Your Say :
We value your opinion-
Write your thoughts and comments  on a Post It Pad

 *   Where is your favourite view / walk / place ? 
 *   What do you most value about the landscape ?

 *   What wildlife have you enjoyed observing ?

 *   Your opinion re biodiversity/pollution ?

 *   What do you perceive as potential threats ?



The purpose of the Landscape Character Assessment

 * To compliment the Neighbourhood Development Plan: a geographical and ecological   
  context

 * To provide a robust evidence base re the sense of place

 * To reflect what we value in our Parish landscape

 *  To ensure future planning decisions are based on an understanding of the landscape   
       and what we value 

 * To protect, conserve and enhance, not erode, the character of our Parish landscape

There are three main types of Landscape Character :

High Moorland
Elevated Undulating

River Valleys



Describing Blisland Parish Landscape
Our Parish is one of contrasting landscapes, from traditional moorland farmland to wild, 
open high moorland down to wooded valleys and waterways.
Each landscape is characterised by tranquillity coupled with long range views  across 
unspoilt countryside.
Ample opportunities for the conservation of tree and plant species, wildlife habitat  and 
wildlife corridors.
Extensive evidence of ancient civilisation and industrial heritage.

Existing Designations Protecting Blisland Parish

 * Conservation Area: around village green

 * SSSI: several areas -  see map

 * AGLV: approximately 25% of the Parish

 * AONB: approximately 75% of the Parish

 * International Dark Skies of Bodmin Moor



 *  Destruction of Cornish hedges
 *  Suburbanisation: development out of keeping
 *  Erosion of the village green
 *  Run off of contaminants into waterways
 *  Increased traffic and vehicular size
 *  Progressive accumulation of modern structures
 *  Light and noise pollution
 *  Loss of wildlife habitat and corridors
 *  Loss of access and views
 *  Loss of traditional skills

Pressures and Threats



The Sites of Special Scientific
Interest in the Parish

The Blisland Parish Wildlife 
Resource Map

Blisland Village

A large amount of the Moor is 
designated as an ‘SSSI’ which 
contains rare species and has 
important geological features

Blisland Village

The parish has both Statutory and Non 
Statutory Areas, which are vitally 
important both for the parish and for a 
wider North Cornwall ‘passage for 
wildlife


